2016 chevy impala dashboard

The 60 day period starts when you take possession of the part. We do not cover the cost of
labor charges during the installation of your parts. All original shipping costs are
non-refundable. We offer a standard warranty on all mechanical parts. This covers the part only,
no labor charges to install the part. We are not responsible for any improper installation or
misdiagnosis. Oversize and heavy items ship via freight services. Therefore, a commercial
address is needed for freight shipments. Please contact us through eBay messaging for details
and shipping rates. Local Pick-up at our facilities is available. Please contact us prior to your
purchase to arrange local pick-up. Buyer must select 'Buy It Now' prior to local pick-up. Most
areas in the US are within 5 days. If an item arrives damaged, please contact us via eBay
messaging within 24 hours for assistance. Please contact us prior to purchasing this part if you
have any questions regarding our business policies, the warranties or guaranties we offer or the
fitment of this part with your vehicle. We strive to make sure your vehicles repair needs are met
the first time you order a part through our store on eBay. To do so, we are happy to verify your
vehicles VIN number prior to your purchase, please use the Contact Seller feature within the
eBay listing. Parts Grading. A standard code system is used to communicate the condition and
quality of a part between automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers. Knowing
how these codes are used will help you understand whether the part meets your expectations
before you buy it and what you can expect from the part when you receive it. Welcome to our
eBay Store! A Grade - The highest quality part. B Grade - The second level quality part. It is of
average miles and normal condition for its age. C Grade - The third level quality part. No Grade A part that has not yet been graded. I did a ton of research online before making my decision.
When I finally saw it in person it confirmed my choice. The car is filled with all of the latest
technology if properly equipped and has more than enough room for 5 people with a huge
trunk. Power is more than adequate though the transmission is a little busy hunting for the right
gear. It just takes some getting used to as its trying to maximize fuel economy. The RemoteLink
app is a brilliant piece of work. The ability to safely start your car then send it your next
destination saves time and is just downright cool. Search for an in-stock top-of-the-line model
to find the best value for the money. Looks like the other reviewers may have had a bad sales
experience but no such complaints here. This is my 3rd Impala since I traded the 04 just a few
yrs. All I had done to besides regular service , was brakes, and tires once, traded it with, miles.
Then bought a pre-owned LTZ. Besides regular service and a set of tires traded it with 65, miles
on it for a model. I have had this one for a week and love it! Averaging 24 mpg in city! Looking
forward to my road trip next month. I have either been 3X lucky or these are just great cars. I got
all options and it almost requires a co-pilot to learn and operate all functions. Technology is off
the charts. Plug in a USB drive loaded with music and the sound is amazing. Say "play Sounds
of Silence" Say " play Leon Bedbone" Say call Joe The 8 inch navigation also works without
subscription. Set cruise control, car slows as you approach car in front of you and resumes as
he speeds up, keeping you at a chosen distance without touching controls. Car in front slams
on breaks Impala breaks automatically. Warning lights on side view mirror if someone in the
blind spot. Lane departure warning. The list goes on and on. The only negative I found is: 1. No
SD card slot. Had the car now for 18 months and like it as much now as then have had not
problems. Two year now and absolutely love it. Had no problems at all. I love the car so I keep
getting a newer version. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Impala.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Almost drives itself. Items per page:. Write a review See all Impalas for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Impala. Sign Up. Chevrolet Impala owners have reported 49
problems related to dashboard failed under the electrical system category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Chevrolet Impala based on all problems reported for the Impala. While driving oil pressure low
stop engine comes on in my dic even though my oil is perfectly fine my rear turning signal is
not flashing but is lit and working for everything else my temperature gauge shorts out at times
even after I replaced the sensor passenger air bag off even with passenger inside NHTSA recall
number 16v NHTSA recall number 14v I believe the true problem is the bcm the door actuators
are faulty. See all problems of the Chevrolet Impala. My side detection system has failed and not
working on my chevy Impala lt. My car nearly caught on fire twice now. White smoke was
billowing from my taillights and before that my entire instrument cluster went dead. At first it
said to have it serviced. Then my fob would no longer unlock my doors without manually using
it, the same day my car would not start. I had all sorts of lights and warnings go off. My whole
computer system went haywire thus not being able to start my car. After getting my car started,
I did not have any gauges, lights,nothing. It was very dangerous driving. The side detection
modules behind the rear tires are failing and causing all electronics to fail. This module goes
bad and the traction control, abs, blindspot monitors, hvac, airbags, headlights and gauges all

go out. This happens when when driving and is erratic in its behavior. It also makes the gas
pedal hesitate and the car becomes a huge safety concern. It seems like it is a common problem
due to poor placement. Driving 55 mph on the interstate noticed that I hadn't filled up in a while
yet the fuel gauge still read "completely full". Gauge has been alternating between full and
completely empty for a month. Could have run out of gas at speed on interstate causing
accident internet research has uncovered a few incidents like that. Chevy support is willing to
waive the 50 dollar diagnostic fee but will not cover repairs. Local garage quoted labor part to
replace fuel gauge sensor in the tank, but from online research past years have seen instrument
cluster failures in fuel gauge, speedometer and engine temp. Car has miles on it is four years
old and may require repairs k depending on which part is failure. Previous gm products have
had class action lawsuits for similar issues. This is a safety issue as the gauge fails and the
check engine light took 25 days to come on with the error code in the 's that the sensor was
bad. Currently driving vehicle with broken fuel gauge and submitting complaints talking with
support to try to get them to cover repairs. The gauges on the dashboard fail during driving. The
passenger airbags turn on and off during driving. The tire pressure monitoring and fuel gauge
warning comes on during driving even though fuel and air are fine. Sometimes at 0mph the
gauge will be stuck at prior speed. Gauges fail when passenger airbag turns off. Incidents occur
seemingly only when a passenger is present, when passenger airbag is turned on. The entire
dash board speedometer area will lose power and all the gauges will go out as if the car was
turned off while driving. The radio will still work, I can't use the turn signal when this happens.
The car would eventually go back to working on the dashboard for awhile and than repeat itself.
The airbag light stay on saying I need to have it service, but when I went to a chevorlet dealer
today it didn't read a diagnosis code so they couldn't do anything but reset, but that still didn't
work. When the weather is hot, the car will not start. Once started the electrical system throws
multiple errors, from security, battery, service engine soon, abs light, seat belt light, and brakes.
The radio is locked out and the ac fan runs but will not allow the ac compressor to function.
Also the head lights flash and the complete dash board goes dead including all gauges, from
the speedometer, fuel and temperature gauge. The warning bell continues to ring as the battery
light comes on. This is a could cause a very dangerous situation with no head lights and no
working gauges on the dash, and should for some reason the security system shuts the car
down while driving, could cause a serious accident. Gm seem to be neglecting this issue, and
even gm and their dealerships claim to know nothing about this. Yet in multiple Impala forums,
this is the top issue with this vehicle. I would like to see something done about this before
someone gets killed, and it is not fair for the consumer to pay thousands of dollars trying to
chase this issue down. I just wish american car companies would stand behind their products,
especially when the public's safety is in question. The contact owns a Chevrolet Impala. The
contact stated that while parked the fuel gauge reading fluctuated from full to empty. The failure
occurred intermittently. Additionally, the headlights would not illuminate when the contact
turned the exterior switch to the on position. The contact also noticed the multifuntion window
switch would not operate any of the windows when the exterior lighting was not operating. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The technician stated the sending unit
relay would have to be replaced to repair the fuel gauge failure. The multi function switch would
have to be replaced the repair the electrical failure with the exterior lighting and windows. The
vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact stated that while
driving 55 mph, the speedometer and fuel gauges both failed. The vehicle was taken to a dealer
and the contact was informed that the cluster inside the instrument panel would need to be
replaced. The vehicle had not been repaired. The failure and current mileage was 98, I have a
chevy Impala lt with flex-fuel. Over the last few months while driving at all speeds I've noticed
that the entire dash board speedometer area will lose power and all the gauges will go out as if
the car was turned off. The turn signals don't flash on the dash either. Also there is no
noticeable lost in performance. After a few moments or minutes the problem will correct itself
but it may happen multiple times in a trip. Also I'm having issues with the car turning off as
soon as I open the driver door after starting the car by remote start. So I have to sit and wait a
few minutes before the car will turn over again. Instrument cluster failing. Started jumping
around for a min until it finally stuck. Now it has progressly gotten to the point where it never
has the correct mph. Sometimes sticking 20 - 30 mph while in park. Other times staying at 0least
while on the interstate. Very unsafe. Should ne a recall, after calling the dealer and being quoted
nearly After this many complaints chevy needs to fix this problem. No more american cars for
me thanks. After starting the car blower motor wont work cruise light stays on mirror cluster
dont work until 15 min then everything will work but when using the cruise it will stop working
but light stays on after time gauges cut out and then come back on and all problems slowly
become worse with time. Have reason to believe its the ignition switch. Instrument cluster

failed. Tachometer, speedometer and temperature gage give false readings. Speedometer sticks
and indicates 65 mph when vehicle is stopped. Tachometer randomly indicates rpms varying
from 0 to more than Temperature gage indicates randomly between minimum of and maximum
of degrees. The contact stated the temperature gauge failed and the indicator gauge fractured.
The gauge was in the opposite direction. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer and was told
that the instrument panel cluster had failed. The VIN was not available. The failure and current
mileage was 56, Instrument cluster failure on Impala LS 6cyl tach quit working, temp gauge quit
working, fuel gauge quit working or working sporadically. I own a chevy Impala and the
instrument cluster has failed. My speedometer does not work and the temperature gauge shows
that my car is running hot even though it is not. Apparently this is a common issue with gm and
GMC vehicles. In a class action lawsuit was filed against his company in regards to their trucks
with failed instrument clusters. The plaintiffs did win and there was a recall implemented. These
are websites that I found that pertain to failure in the instrument cluster in chevy Impalas. Read
more Now at , kms. Or past my five year warranty. Since 88,kms. Have complained several times
about temp gauge very out of whack on highway trips, lead me to believe severely overheated,
but no message from car, just gauge going almost 90 degrees past "danger point " of gauge. In
last two years temp gauge replaced three times. Obviously not the problem. Returns to normal
function in city or short haul driving. Stop frequently, and under hood check shows no signs of
overheating. Conclusion- electrical, sensor, problem and dealer keeps coming up with costly
new equipment fixes which do not work. Now they want to blame a water pump leak and
gaskets, although reservoir carefully watched by me. No leaks there. Have never had to add
fluid, although I keep it always in car-that is the dexcool-water mix. Never down lower than
recommended, and the dealer wants to give me a new water pump and take out of my pocket.
They have never mentioned the temp sensor, or any other fix. Travel on mountain highways 3
times per year, gauge now gone way over the top times. Always stop. No sign ever of hose,
radiator, water, lowered reservoir, or computer messages as per manual. Have read of
numerous similar problems of this make and model, the 04 chevy Impala LS, always gauges. In
my case I will not approve another temp gauge "fix" and now speedometer is acting up as well,
just like other drivers reported. Instrument cluster has failed, speedometer does not work or is
incorrect all the time. Driver does not know how fast or slow they are going ,this creates
numerous safety issues while driving with or with out other traffic around you. Also the fuel
gauge has stopped working and has ran out of fuel in major traffic. I see there have been
hundred of complaints filed with NHTSA, there are even more on various websites.
Speedometer works intermittently and temp gauge stopped working all together. Gm knows the
problem is defective stepper motors but has not recalled vehicles. The instruments in my
Chevrolet Impala stopped working. First the fuel gauge failed, then the temperature gauge
failed, now the speedometer has failed. Since the speedometer does not read correctly, I feel it
is a safety concern and should be a covered repair under a recall. Speedometer gets stuck at
various places does not move while driving. As well as the temp gauge have not gotten it fixed
as of yet. Why is there not a recall?. The instrumentation provides inaccurate data, speed, fuel
and temperature gauges are not accurate. Speed shows more than mph standing still. Car has
44, miles and no longer under warranty service. Unsure if fuel gauge is accurate. Will gm repay
me if I am issued a speeding ticket? Please recommend quickly to general motors to either
recall these defective clusters or add this vehicle to the letter of understanding they issued for
the SUV and trucks with the same problem. I have a Chevrolet Impala and the cluster has gone
out on it, similar chevy trucks and SUV's have had the exact same issue, but the dealer told me
that the cars aren't covered under recall. This is not a problem that I have had go out on any car
and it is very odd that the same manufacturer is having the same problems with other vehicles.
The cluster for the chevy Impala. It makes not sense that this system goes out after 75, miles on
a car. The dealer ship want to charge I will never buy another american car because of this
problem and the problem I am having with the security light keep coming on, and then shutting
the engine off for 15min until the car will run again. That happen when I was out late at night and
I was the only one left in the parking lot waiting on my car to start. I feel that is a security
problem with my safety. I have to keep taking my car to the dealership to have that problem
reset. My cluster is still out don't know how fast I am driving nor if my car is running hot, nor
how gas I have n my car. The instrument cluster has went out on my 04 Impala LS. First the
speed odometer quit working,then the rpms quit and now the temperature gauge works about
half the time. What's next the gas gauge? I have two small kids. This is the second complaint
entered. There are several others with this same problem!! I can't afford to have this fixed. A
recall needs to be issued. Since this is a factory malfunction!!!! The gauge cluster went about 2
years ago. The temps was reading hot when it was not and the speed would say mph when I
would be going 50mph. I got it replaced and within a year it was messed up again. I have read

hundreds of complaints for the same problem!. Speedometer and fuel gauge went out
unexpectedly at around miles in July. Fuel gauge doesn't work at all below e all the time and
speedometer reads incorrect readings or just stays below 0. I had it "diagnosed" at a chevy
dealer so I could call chevy and complain. This is gm's fault and I should not have to pay
out-of-pocket to fix their mistakes. The contact stated that the speedometer cluster failed. The
dial goes straight down and does not register correctly. The failure has occurred intermittently
for one year. The vehicle has not been inspected by a dealer or mechanic. The VIN was
unknown. The failure mileage was 60, and current mileage was 68, I was driving my vehicle
when I noticed the speedometer began to reflect readings in excess of the actual speed I was
driving, e. Upon stopping the vehicle, the speedometer would register mph in excess of zero e.
The needle would not return to zero even with the engine off. The failure of the speedometer
caused me to not know the actual speed I was driving, which placed me in jeopardy of driving
significantly faster than the posted speed for a given stretch of road. I had to take the vehicle to
a local dealer for repair. According to the dealer invoice, the dealers service department
"removed, replaced and setup the ip cluster assembly. The replaced part was not made
available to me. General motors is experiencing this same type of speedometer cluster failure
on various other gm models beginning with model years and later. Gm has special policy
coverage for certain of its models with this problem, but not for all models. My vehicle is a
Chevrolet Impala which had 57, miles on it when the problem occurred. I was advised by gm
that, ". The special coverage. Do ES not include your vehicle. The cluster in the dash had went
out which makes the speedometer quit working causing a safety issue. Speedometer is burning
the needle at the 3rd gear mark while driving. I cannot get the speedometer needle to set at 0
anymore. I am constantly making him pull over and switching seats with me as he cannot get a
speeding ticket on his permit. It is impossible to guess at your speed, even with the other traffic
flow and we should not have to do this. I have had the car checked and the result is the
instrument cluster is bad, with an estimate to fix it that is unreasonably high. Additionally, gm
knows this is an issue, so they should recall and fix these since they ordered an assembly
change on them. Car Problems. Dashboard Failed problem of the Chevrolet Impala 1.
Dashboard Failed problem of the Chevrolet Impala 2. Dashboard Failed problem of the
Chevrolet Impala 3. Dashboard Failed problem of the Chevrolet Impala 4. Dashboard Failed
problem of the Chevrolet Impala 5. Dashboard Failed problem of the Chevrolet Impala 6.
Dashboard Failed problem of the Chevrolet Impala 7. Dashboard Failed problem of the
Chevrolet Impala 8. Dashboard Failed problem of the Chevrolet Impala 9. Dashboard Failed
problem of the Chevrolet Impala Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel problems. Car
Will Not Start problems. Ignition Switch problems. Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller
problems. Ignition problems. Starter problems. Battery problems. Red warning lights represent
the most urgent and without swift action may result expensive repairs. Chevrolet Beat.
Chevrolet Captiva. Chevrolet Equinox. Chevrolet Silverado. Chevrolet Sonic. Chevrolet Tahoe.
Chevrolet Trax. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The 60 day period starts when you take possession
of the part. We do not cover the cost of labor charges during the installation of your parts. All
original shipping costs are non-refundable. We offer a standard warranty on all mechanical
parts. This covers the part only, no labor charges to install the part. We are not responsible for
any improper installation or misdiagnosis. Oversize and heavy items ship via freight services.
Therefore, a commercial address is needed for freight shipments. Please contact us through
eBay messaging for details and shipping rates. Local Pick-up at our facilities is available.
Please contact us prior to your purchase to arrange local pick-up. Buyer must select 'Buy It
Now' prior to local pick-up. Most areas in the US are within 5 days. If an item arrives damaged,
please contact us via eBay messaging within 24 hours for assistance. Please contact us prior to

purchasing this part if you have any questions regarding our business policies, the warranties
or guaranties we offer or the fitment of this part with your vehicle. We strive to make sure your
vehicles repair needs are met the first time you order a part through our store on eBay. To do
so, we are happy to verify your vehicles VIN number prior to your purchase, please use the
Contact Seller feature within the eBay listing. Parts Grading. A standard code system is used to
communicate the condition and quality of a part between automotive recyclers, automotive
repair shops, and insurers. Knowing how these codes are used will help you understand
whether the part meets your expectations before you buy it and what you can expect from the
part when you receive it. Welcome to our eBay Store! A Grade - The highest quality part. B
Grade - The second level quality part. It is of average miles and normal condition for its age. C
Grade - The third level quality part. No Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. Quick Links.
See also: Reference Manual. Table of Contents. Page 3: Introduction Index in the this manual
including, but not limited specific vehicle to confirm the back of the manual. Page 8 In Brief 1.
Instrument Panel Illumination 9. Steering Wheel Controls 0 Control 0 Inside If Equipped. See Out
of View. Instrument Panel Storage 0 99 2. Air Vents 0 Horn 0 This section provides a brief 60 m ft
away from the vehicle. Page Trunk In Brief Trunk trunk and lift to open. Operation 0 Each
passenger door has a switch that controls only that window. When closing the trunk, use the
pull cup. Page 12 In Brief 2. Slide the seat to the desired Power Seats Lumbar Adjustment
position and release the handle. Try to move the seat back and forth to be sure it is locked in
place. Lift the lever fully without Memory Features applying pressure to the Manual Reclining
Seatbacks seatback, and the seatback will return to the upright position. Push and pull on the
seatback to make sure it is locked. See Folding Mirrors 0 System console when the vehicle is
started. Adjustment Adjust the rearview mirror for a clear Mirror Adjustment Front Reading
Lamps There are front and rear reading There are four positions. Fan Control 2. Air Delivery
Modes 4. Defrost 5. Rear Window Defogger 7. To use this feature: 1. Press to This vehicle has a
3. Page Cruise Control In Brief Cruise Control : Press to disengage cruise : Press to move up or
control without erasing the set down in a list, or on the main view speed from memory. If the
vehicle Camera RVC beeps. Page Performance And Maintenance In Brief Vent Feature : Press
the front or Performance and Press and release the button rear of to the first detent to open
again to turn on both systems. Maintenance and close the vent feature. See Engine Oil Life
System 0 Page Roadside Assistance Follow recommended scheduled maintenance. Roadside
Assistance Program U. Only : Canada: As the owner of a new Chevrolet, you are automatically
enrolled in the Roadside Assistance program. See Roadside Assistance Program 0 Page 30
Keys, Doors, and Windows vehicle. If the vehicle has the Warning Continued keyless ignition,
the key can be used for the locks. To reduce the risk of unintentional rotation of the ignition key,
do not change the way the ignition key and Remote Keyless Entry RKE transmitter, if equipped,
are connected to the See OnStar personalization and the driver door Overview 0 The transmitter
functions may work is open when is pressed, all The RKE transmitter Alarm : Press and release
one must be within 1 m 3 ft of the door time to initiate vehicle locator. The being unlocked. If the
vehicle has exterior lamps flash and the horn this feature, there will be a button on chirps three
times. Do replacement can be purchased and Passenger Doors not leave the RKE transmitter in
an programmed through your dealer. The vehicle can be reprogrammed When the doors are
locked and the so that lost or stolen transmitters no RKE transmitter is within 1 m 3 ft
Temporarily Disable Passive Page 34 Keys, Doors, and Windows If a key is lost or damaged, see
your 5. Repeat Steps 2 4 two more key, counterclockwise, to the dealer to have a new key made.
Remove the transmitter from key, counterclockwise, to the 4. Place the new transmitter into the
transmitter pocket and unlock position five times within the transmitter pocket. The 10 seconds.
Replace the battery if the DIC To start the vehicle: indicates that battery replacement is
necessary. Page Door Locks Keys, Doors, and Windows Canceling a Remote Start Two remote
vehicle starts, or a Warning Continued single remote start with an To cancel a remote start, do
one of extension, have already the following: Young children who get into been used. Pull the
door handle 1 to the When the doors are locked and the open position. If a door is reopened
before five seconds have elapsed, the five-second timer will reset once all the doors are closed
again. Press on the door lock switch again or press Page Lockout Protection Keys, Doors, and
Windows Lockout Protection Lockout Protection Override Lockout protection can be manually
Key Access overridden with the driver door open If the key is in the ignition and the by pressing
and holding on the power door lock switch is pressed power door lock switch. Trunk highest
setting. See If equipped, press the touch pad Climate Control Systems on the underside of the
trunk lid in the Index. Warning If the vehicle is equipped If equipped with Keyless Access, This
vehicle has theft-deterrent Fast Flash : Vehicle is unsecured. Page Immobilizer Operation Keys,
Doors, and Windows Do not leave the key or device that The system has one or more disarms
or deactivates the transmitters matched to an theft-deterrent system in the vehicle. Only a

correctly matched Immobilizer Operation transmitter will start the vehicle. Page Exterior Mirrors
Keys, Doors, and Windows service the theft-deterrent system Exterior Mirrors Power Mirrors
and have a new transmitter programmed to the vehicle. Convex Mirrors Do not leave the
transmitter or device that disarms or deactivates Caution the theft-deterrent system in the
vehicle. See Memory Seats 0 Page Interior Mirrors Keys, Doors, and Windows Interior Mirrors
Windows pulsing sound when either rear window is down and the front windows are up. To
reduce the Interior Rearview Mirrors Warning sound, open either a front window or the sunroof,
if equipped. Adjust the rearview mirror for a clear Never leave a child, a helpless view of the
area behind your adult, or a pet alone in a vehicle, If express override is activated, Press or pull
the switch fully and the window will not reverse release it to activate the express automatically.
Page Sun Visors Keys, Doors, and Windows Programming the Power Window Lockout Sun
Visors Windows If the vehicle battery has been recharged or disconnected, or is not working,
the front power windows will need to be reprogrammed for the express-up feature to work.
Before reprogramming, replace or recharge the vehicle's battery. Sunroof front or rear of to
open or close Anti-Pinch Feature the sunroof. Release at the For vehicles equipped with a
desired position to stop movement. Page 52 Keys, Doors, and Windows Periodically open the
sunroof and remove any obstacles or loose debris. Wipe the sunroof seal and roof sealing area
using a clean cloth, mild soap, and water. Do not remove grease from the sunroof. If water is
seen dripping into the water drainage system, this is normal. Do not drive until the head
restraints for all occupants are installed and adjusted properly. Page 55 Seats and Restraints
The height of the head restraint can be adjusted. Pull the head restraint up to raise it. Try to
move the head restraint to make sure that it is locked in place. To raise or lower the head
restraint, To adjust the head restraint forward press the button located on the side or rearward,
press the button Page Front Seats Seats and Restraints When an occupant or child restraint
Front Seats is in the seat, always return the head restraint to the full upright Seat Adjustment
position. Push down on the head restraint to release the locking Warning mechanism. Then, pull
the head restraint up and push it rearward You can lose control of the until it is in the full
upright position. Slide the seat to the desired Power Seat Adjustment Raise or lower the front
part of position and release the the seat cushion by moving the handle. Warning 3. Try to move
the seat back and Raise or lower the seat by forth to be sure it is locked in You can lose control
of the Warning The lap belt could go up over If equipped with manual recline, your abdomen.
The belt forces If either seatback is not locked, it press and hold the top of the would be there,
not at your pelvic Page Memory Seats Seats and Restraints 2. Move the seatback to the To
adjust a power seatback: Storing Memory Positions desired position, and then Tilt the top of the
control To store positions to the 1 and 2 release the lever to lock the rearward to recline. Page
60 Seats and Restraints previously stored exit position when Obstructions 1, 2, or before the
stored exiting the vehicle. See Storing positions are reached stops the If something has blocked
the driver Memory Positions previously in this recall. Page Heated And Ventilated Front Seats
and Restraints If the memory position is still not has a fan that pulls or pushes air recalling, see
your dealer for through the seat. The air is not service. An indicator light on the button turns
Heated and Ventilated on when the heated or ventilated Front Seats seat is on. Page Rear Seats
Seats and Restraints the button to use the heated or Rear Seats ventilated seats after the
vehicle is started. Folding the Seatback The heated or ventilated seat Either side of the seatback
can be indicator lights on the button do not folded for more cargo space. Lift the seatback up
and push it Warning rearward to lock it in place. A tab near the seatback lever If either seatback
is not locked, it retracts when the seatback is could move forward in a sudden locked in place. If
the This section of the manual vehicle stops suddenly, you keep passengers to ride in any area
of describes how to use safety belts going until something stops you. Statistics show that less
likely to slide under the lap belts? If this happens, let have a lap-shoulder belt. Then pull the belt
The following instructions explain across you more slowly. Page 67 Seats and Restraints To
unlatch the belt, push the button shoulder belt height adjustment on the buckle. The belt should
could reduce the effectiveness of return to its stowed position. Always stow the safety belt
slowly. Although the safety belt provide added safety belt comfort pretensioners cannot be
seen, they for older children who have are part of the safety belt assembly. Page Safety System
Check Seats and Restraints But if a safety belt is not long Make sure the safety belt reminder
Replacing Safety Belt enough, your dealer will order you light is working. See Safety Belt
System Parts after a an extender. When you go in to Reminders 0 Page Airbag System Seats
and Restraints New parts and repairs may be Airbag System All vehicle airbags have the word
necessary even if the safety belt AIRBAG on the trim or on a label The vehicle has the following
system was not being used at the near the deployment opening. Page 71 Seats and Restraints
Warning Warning Warning You can be severely injured or Because airbags inflate with great
Children who are up against, killed in a crash if you are not force and faster than the blink of or

very close to, any airbag when wearing your safety belt, even an eye, anyone who is up it
inflates can be seriously injured The front outboard passenger knee airbag is below the The
seat-mounted side impact The driver frontal airbag is in the glove box. Page When Should An
Airbag Seats and Restraints predict how severe a crash is likely Warning Continued to be in
time for the airbags to inflate and help restrain the clear. Do not put anything occupants. The
vehicle has between an occupant and an electronic sensors that help the airbag, and do not
attach or put airbag system determine the anything on the steering wheel In addition, these How
Does an Airbag inflate during vehicle rollovers, in roof-rail airbags are designed to Restrain?
Page What Will You See After An Airbag Inflates Seats and Restraints But airbags would not
help in many prevent the driver from seeing out of The feature may also activate, types of
collisions, primarily the windshield or being able to steer without airbag inflation, after an
because the occupant's motion is the vehicle, nor does it prevent event that exceeds a
predetermined not toward those airbags. Page Passenger Sensing System Seats and Restraints
Additional windshield breakage may Passenger Sensing The passenger sensing system also
occur from the front outboard turns off the front outboard System passenger airbag. No Airbags
are designed to inflate other airbag is affected by the sensing system for the front Page 77
Seats and Restraints and knee airbag, the off indicator Warning Warning Continued will light
and stay lit to remind you that the airbags are off. See A child in a rear-facing child
forward-facing child restraint in Passenger Airbag Status Indicator restraint can be seriously
injured the front outboard passenger 0 Page 78 Seats and Restraints wear a safety belt properly
2. Remove the child restraint from If this happens, adjust the head whether or not there is an
airbag for the vehicle. See Head Restraints that person. Remove any additional items from the
seat such as blankets, 6. Page 79 Seats and Restraints If a person of adult size is sitting in A
thick layer of additional material, Warning the front outboard passenger seat, such as a blanket
or cushion, but the off indicator is lit, it could be or aftermarket equipment such as If the front
outboard passenger because that person is not sitting seat covers, seat heaters, and seat Page
Servicing The Airbag-Equipped Seats and Restraints Liquid pooled on the seat that Warning
Warning has not soaked in may make it more likely that the passenger Stowing of articles under
the For up to 10 seconds after the sensing system will turn on the passenger seat or between
the vehicle is turned off and the passenger frontal airbag and Page Airbag System Check Seats
and Restraints modules, ceiling or pillar garnish turning off the passenger airbag s. Caution
trim, overhead console, front See Passenger Sensing System sensors, side impact sensors, 0 If
an airbag covering is damaged, or airbag wiring. If the vehicle has rollover roof-rail opened, or
broken, the airbag Your dealer and the service manual airbags, see Different Size Tires Warning
Continued Do the knees bend at the seat edge? If yes, continue. If no, Older Children in serious
injury or even death. To return to the booster seat. A: An older child should wear a Never allow
more than one child Never allow a child to wear the lap-shoulder belt and get the to wear the
same safety belt. Page Infants And Young Children Seats and Restraints the vehicle's safety
belt system nor Warning its airbag system is designed for them. Children can be seriously
injured Children who are not restrained or strangled if a shoulder belt is properly can strike
other people, wrapped around their neck. The or can be thrown out of the vehicle. Page 85 Seats
and Restraints restraint will have a label saying that it meets federal motor vehicle safety
standards. The restraint manufacturer instructions that come with the restraint state the weight
and height limitations for a particular child restraint. In addition, there are many kinds of
restraints available for children with special needs. Page Child Restraint Systems Seats and
Restraints Child Restraint Systems Warning A young child's hip bones are still so small that the
vehicle's regular safety belt may not remain low on the hip bones, as it should. Instead, it may
settle up around the child's abdomen. In a crash, the belt would apply force on a body area that
is unprotected by any bony structure. Page 87 Seats and Restraints important, so if they are not
Warning Continued available, obtain a replacement copy from the manufacturer. Page Where To
Put The Restraint Seats and Restraints Securing the Child Within the Warning Warning
Continued Child Restraint A child in a rear-facing child the front seat, always move the Warning
restraint can be seriously injured front passenger seat as far back or killed if the front
passenger as it will go. LATCH-compatible child restraint. A child restraint must interferes with
the routing of the rear-facing and forward-facing child never be installed using only the top
safety belt. Page 90 Seats and Restraints Lower Anchors Top Tether Anchor Some child
restraints that have a top tether are designed for use with or without the top tether being
attached. Others require the top tether always to be attached. In Canada, the law requires that
forward-facing child restraints have a top tether, and that the tether be attached. Page 91 Seats
and Restraints restraint system or infant restraint Lower Anchor : Seating system secured in a
rear seating positions with two lower anchors. See Where to Put the Restraint 0 87 for additional
information. Do not fold the empty rear seat fatal injuries during a crash, do If the shoulder belt

is locked and with a safety belt buckled. Page 93 Seats and Restraints Refer to the following
illustration to Installing child restraints using 1. Find the lower anchors for learn which anchors
to use. LATCH in the center and left rear the desired seating seating positions at the same time
is position. Page 94 Seats and Restraints 2. Route, attach, and tighten the tether under the head
the top tether according to restraint and in between the child restraint the head restraint posts.
Page 96 Seats and Restraints 3. Push the latch plate into the 4. Pull the shoulder belt all the 5.
To tighten the belt, push down buckle until it clicks. If the child restraint has a top Securing
Child Restraints Warning Continued tether, follow the child restraint Front Passenger Seat
manufacturer's instructions This is because the back of the regarding the use of the top This
vehicle has airbags. A rear rear-facing child restraint would tether. Page 98 Seats and Restraints
When using the lap-shoulder belt to Warning Continued secure the child restraint in this
position, follow the instructions that front passenger seat as far back came with the child
restraint and the as it will go. It is better to secure following instructions: the child restraint in a
rear seat. Page 99 Seats and Restraints Position the release button on 7. Before placing a child
in the the buckle so that the safety child restraint, make sure it is belt could be quickly
unbuckled securely held in place. To if necessary. Glove Box Pull the rear seat armrest down to
Push the cover down and release to access. There is a removable tray on the top of the console.
There is an auxiliary Slide an umbrella into the opening input jack, USB port, and accessory on
the driver or passenger door. The net 1 attaches to the convenience net hooks 2. Put small
loads behind the net. Do not use the net for heavy loads. Some audio controls can be Heated
Steering Wheel : For adjusted at the steering wheel. Press the faceplate button just OFF while
the wipers are performing that may be displayed for the below Auto Set to turn it on wipes due
to windshield washing, compass. To set the time or date: If there is a problem, see your The
accessory power outlets can be 1. Accessory Power RAP. The This indicates that the mobile
wireless charging feature may not device is properly positioned correctly indicate charging
when the and charging. Page Warning Lights, Gauges, And Indicators Instruments and Controls
Warning Lights, Gauges, and Indicators Warning lights and gauges can signal that something is
wrong before it becomes serious enough to cause an expensive repair or replacement. Paying
attention to the warning lights and gauges could prevent injury. Some warning lights come on
briefly when the engine is started to indicate they are working. This is where you can no active
phone call, view recent view the selected Driver calls, scroll through contacts, There is an
interactive display area Information Center DIC or select from the favorites. If there in the center
of the instrument displays. Page Speedometer Instruments and Controls Speedometer vehicle
status. The Pages menu and select the items to vehicle's speed in either kilometers engine
could auto start at any time. It takes a little more or less fuel to fill up than the gauge indicated.
For example, the gauge indicated the tank was half full, but it actually took a little more or less
than half the tank's capacity to fill the tank. English This gauge shows the engine coolant
temperature. When the vehicle is started, this Metric light flashes and a chime may come If the
gauge pointer moves toward Page Charging System Light Instruments and Controls outboard
passenger frontal airbag Charging System Light and knee airbag are allowed to inflate. If the
word OFF or the off symbol is lit on the airbag status indicator, it means that the passenger
sensing United States system has turned off the front outboard passenger frontal airbag and
knee airbag. Page Malfunction Indicator Lamp Check Engine Light Instruments and Controls If a
short distance must be driven Malfunctions are often indicated by Caution Continued with the
light on, be sure to turn off the system before any problem is all accessories, such as the radio
noticeable. Being aware of the light costly repairs not covered by the and air conditioner. For
normal braking If the light does not come on, Warning Continued performance, both circuits
need to or remains flashing, see your dealer. System Messages 0 If it does not, starting the
engine. If it does not, This light comes on briefly when the have the vehicle serviced by your
have the vehicle serviced by your If the problem is not corrected, the light This light should
come on briefly as will come on at every ignition cycle. The light turns off when fuel is added. If
it does not, have the vehicle serviced. Security Light This light comes on when the This light in
the Driver Information high-beam headlamps are in use. See Adaptive Cruise down in a list, or
on the main view Control 0 Page Instruments and Controls 5. Select Edit List. Press to move
reset. See Engine Oil 0 See Brake This message displays when the This message is displayed
when Fluid 0 See have the system repaired by your Engine Oil Life System 0 , Driver This
message will display along with dealer as soon as possible to avoid Information Center DIC 0 , a
hood open symbol when the hood damage to the engine. Tighten the leaving the vehicle with
the RKE fuel cap. The FAB System does not need service. The vehicle is safe to drive; your
dealer. Page Instruments and Controls 4. Radio MENU knob. It may also limit access to vehicle
Vehicle storage locations if equipped. Page Instruments and Controls Lighting cause fogging.
Only vehicles with are available. Chirp, or On. Select to connect to a different Audio Feedback

Speed phone source, disconnect a phone, Remote Left in Vehicle Alert This feature adjusts the
audio or delete a phone. Page Instruments and Controls instructions refer to a garage door
Make sure the hand-held transmitter system buttons to be used to opener, but can be used for
other has a new battery for quick and operate the garage door. Do devices. Page Instruments
and Controls be required. For a second The name and color of the Radio Signals for Canada
and time, press and hold the button may vary by Some Gate Operators newly programmed
button manufacturer. For questions or programming help for five seconds. Press and hold any
one of the Universal Remote system button for buttons. The DRL will come on when turns the
exterior lamps on and off, all of the following conditions depending on outside lighting. The
transition time for the garage, the automatic headlamp lamps coming on varies based on
System wiper speed. When the wipers are system comes on immediately. If it When the exterior
lamp control is is light outside when the vehicle not operating, these lamps turn off. Illumination
Control Have any burned out bulbs replaced. Reading Lamps : Press the button near each lamp
to turn it To change the dome lamp settings, Page Lighting Features Lighting Lighting Features
remain on after the door is closed When the battery's state of charge for a set amount of time,
then is low, the voltage is raised slightly automatically turn off. It does this and the ignition is
turned off, the by balancing the generator's output battery rundown protection system and the
vehicle's electrical needs. See the infotainment Introduction manual for information on other
Infotainment. Favorite Pages Infotainment System Overview The infotainment system is
controlled by using the buttons on the faceplate Press to scroll forward and steering wheel
controls. See Steering Wheel Controls 0 Page Home Page Infotainment System 8. RADIO
previous track. Page Infotainment System Setting Radio Preferences access to the storage
behind To move a favorite, press the the radio, if equipped. See MOVE screen button. A screen
To set the maximum startup volume, displays stating all vehicle In the U. If the inside surface is
Audio Players Caution Continued damaged, it could interfere with radio reception. For proper
radio USB Port materials will interfere with or reception, the antenna connector distort the
incoming radio needs to be properly attached to the Playing from a USB reception. Page
Infotainment System 2. Connect the other end to the Tone Settings : Select to adjust 2. Select
the level Bluetooth Overview between off, low, medium-low, If an auxiliary device has already
medium, medium-high, and high. Page Infotainment System Review the controls and Vehicles
with a Bluetooth system End Call : Press to end a call, operation of the infotainment can use a
Bluetooth-capable cell reject a call, or cancel an operation. If a six Deleting a Paired Phone digit
code is shown on the 1. From the Home Page, turn the 1. Page Infotainment System 3. From the
Home Page, turn the For cell phones that support the 4. Follow the instructions The in-vehicle
Bluetooth system can Radio on the cell phone to enter the send numbers during a call. Page
Infotainment System directions given by the system 2. Say Delete. Making a Call to save a name
tag for this 3. Say the name tag you want to Calls can be made using the number. Page
Infotainment System Calling Emergency 3. Say each digit, one at a time. Call Waiting After each
digit is entered, the Call waiting must be supported on 1. The system responds system repeats
back the digit it the cell phone and enabled by the Ready, followed by a tone. Page Infotainment
System 4. Once the call is connected, To Transfer Audio to the Bluetooth The cell phone's
normal prompt System from a Cell Phone messages will go through their cycle press to link all
callers according to the phone's operating together. Page Infotainment System Clearing the
System Trademarks and Unless information is deleted out of License Agreements the in-vehicle
Bluetooth system, it will be retained indefinitely. For information on how 0 Climate Control
Systems.. Page Climate Controls Comfort air conditioning mode. Vehicles : Press to cycle
between the airflow. An indicator light comes Extreme temperature settings, the off, eco, and
comfort air on in the selected mode button. The following are climate control settings that use
more fuel: Comfort air conditioning mode. The system automatically controls Press to manually
select the fan speed, air delivery, air Air Delivery Modes : Press recirculation; Page Climate
Controls For best results, clear all snow and Press AUTO to return to automatic If temperature
controls are adjusted ice from the windshield before operation and the air conditioner cooler
during an auto stop, the defrosting. When engine may restart to ensure that the indicator light is
on, the air comfort is reached. An indicator light remotely. Center Air Vents Do not attach any
devices to the air vent louvers. This restricts airflow and may cause damage to the air vents.
The refrigerant system should only be serviced by trained The passenger compartment air and
certified technicians. The air filter reduces dust, pollen, and other conditioning evaporator
should airborne irritants from outside air Page Defensive Driving Driving and Operating Refer to
the Infotainment section for Average driver reaction time is Warning more information on using
that about three-quarters of a second. In system, including pairing and using that time, a vehicle
moving at Drinking and then driving is very a cell phone. The vehicle has electric power Reduce
speed before entering a steering. It does not have power curve. Regular maintenance is not

required. Maintain a reasonable steady speed through the curve. Turn the steering wheel to go
The vehicle may straighten out. Track Events and straight down the roadway. Be ready for a
second skid if it Competitive Driving occurs. Loss of Control Racing, track testing, or
competitive Slow down and adjust your driving may affect the vehicle driving according to
weather Slowly and cautiously spin the Adjust the climate control wheels to free the vehicle
when Warning system to circulate the air stuck in sand, mud, ice, or snow. To prevent the
Certification label. Page Driving and Operating equipment tires 3 and the Subtract the combined
your vehicle. Consult this recommended cold tire inflation manual to determine how weight of
the driver and pressures 4. Page Driving and Operating Subtract Occupant weight of the driver,
passengers, and cargo should never exceed Weight 68 kg lbs the vehicle's capacity weight.
Following break-in, engine speed Caution and load can be gradually Page Starting The Engine
Driving and Operating Do not turn the engine off when the service and diagnostics, and to
Warning vehicle is moving. This will cause a verify the proper operation of the loss of power
assist in the brake malfunction indicator lamp as may Turning off the vehicle while and steering
systems, and disable be required for emission inspection Page Driving and Operating
immediately after starting it. If the vehicle starts Caution Allow the oil to warm up and briefly but
then stops again, lubricate all moving parts. This Do not try to shift to P Park if the clears the
extra gasoline from vehicle is moving. Page Driving and Operating message will display. Hold
the brake pedal down and several factors. Ask a dealer in the it overheat and cause a fire, set
the parking brake. It is dangerous to get out of the electronic shift lock release system. Torque
Lock vehicle if the shift lever is not fully The shift lock release is Move the shift lever to the
Engine Exhaust Warning Continued desired position. If still unable to shift out of P Park : There
are holes or openings Warning in the vehicle body from 1. Fully release the shift lever Engine
exhaust contains carbon damage or aftermarket button. Page Automatic Transmission Driving
and Operating If the vehicle is left with the engine Automatic Warning Continued running, follow
the proper steps to Transmission be sure the vehicle will not move. Do not leave the vehicle
when the See Shifting Into Park 0 and engine is running. Shifting to R Reverse while the You
could lose control and hit M : This position allows you to vehicle is moving forward could
people or objects. Just hold slowing down. If one of the wheels instrument panel. Page Driving
and Operating 2. Lift up the EPB switch held up. If the switch is held up until and holding it
down. Continue to momentarily. Page Driving and Operating vehicle wheel brakes to assist the
2. Turn the engine off and wait driver in keeping the vehicle on the 15 seconds. Start the engine.
If cruise control is being used and Drive the vehicle. If comes on traction control or StabiliTrak
begins and stays on, the vehicle may need If a collision alert release the button. Page Adaptive
Cruise Control Driving and Operating vehicle will slow down to the Shift the transmission to
maintain the selected following gap. While N Neutral. To disengage ACC, apply the brake. Page
Driving and Operating Use the accelerator to get to the The speedometer reading can be higher
speed. Press the SET displayed in either English or metric button. Release the control and
units. See Instrument Cluster 0 The The increment value used depends vehicle will now cruise
at the on the units displayed. In than if the brakes were applied addition, three beeps will sound.
ACC may automatically disengage manually. This is normal. Page Driving and Operating
Messages 0 ACC will resume Warning Warning operation when the accelerator pedal is not
being pressed. If ACC has stopped the vehicle, On curves, ACC may respond to and if ACC is
disengaged, turned a vehicle in another lane, or may Warning off, or canceled, the vehicle will
not have time to react to a vehicle The entering a curve, ACC may not driver will often need to
take over detect the vehicle ahead and acceleration and braking on steep accelerate to the set
speed. Detect children, System operation may also be This vehicle may have features that
pedestrians, bicyclists, limited under snow, heavy rain, work together to help avoid crashes or
animals. The area Some driver assistance features displayed is limited and objects that alert the
driver of obstacles by are close to either corner of the beeping. The Cleaning the System vehicle
ahead indicator being lit. Additional button System 0 Use caution both sides of the vehicle
toward the same direction as a detected while changing lanes when towing a rear corners of the
vehicle, see your vehicle, this display will flash as an trailer. Page Fuel Driving and Operating
LDW alerts may occur due to tar Fuel Use regular unleaded gasoline marks, shadows, cracks in
the road, meeting ASTM specification D Use of the recommended fuel is an temporary or
construction lane with a posted octane rating of 87 or important part of the proper markings, or
other road higher. If the vehicle is certified to meet If planning to drive in countries California
Emissions Standards, it is outside the U. Use gasoline or add That damage would not be
gasoline to the E85 or FlexFuel. Vehicle performance issues, including engine stalling and Keep
children away from damage to the fuel system. Warning expansion. Leave the area immediately.
Filling a portable fuel container Do not smoke, light while it is in the vehicle can cause matches,
or use lighters Page General Towing Driving and Operating Towing Do not tow a trailer during

the Warning first km mi to prevent damage to the engine, axle, General Towing When towing a
trailer, exhaust or other parts. Page Driving and Operating vehicle itself. Get acquainted with
necessary to go much farther or other objects. Avoid jerky or the handling and braking of the rig
beyond the passed vehicle before sudden maneuvers. Signal well in before setting out for the
open road. Have someone place chocks Maintenance when Trailer engine overheating. To avoid
this, under the trailer wheels. Towing let the engine run while parked, 3. When the wheel chocks
are in The vehicle needs service more preferably on level ground, with the place, release the
regular Page Driving and Operating Total weight on your vehicle's Ask your dealer for trailering
tires. How heavy can a trailer safely be? It should never weigh more than Weight of the Trailer
Tongue kg 1, lb. Page Towing Equipment Driving and Operating 0 Make sure not to go over the
Safety Chains Conversions and GVW limit for the vehicle, including Always attach chains
between the Add-Ons the weight of the trailer tongue. Page Driving and Operating Caution
Some electrical equipment can damage the vehicle or cause components to not work and would
not be covered by the warranty. Always check with your dealer before adding electrical
equipment. Add-on equipment can drain the vehicle's volt battery, even if the vehicle is not
operating. Engine exhaust, many parts Grading Page Vehicle Checks Vehicle Care airbags,
braking, stability, ride and Vehicle Checks Keep a record with all parts receipts handling,
emissions systems, and list the mileage and the date of aerodynamics, durability, and any
service work performed. Page Vehicle Care To close the hood: 1. Before closing the hood, be
sure all the filler caps are properly installed. Lower the hood 20 cm 8 in above the vehicle and
release it so it fully latches. Check to make sure the hood is firmly closed. Page Vehicle Care 1.
Engine Cover. Engine Oil Fill Cap. Engine Oil Dipstick. Engine Cooling Fans Out of View. See
Cooling System 0 Page Vehicle Care 3. Page Engine Oil Vehicle Care 1. Engine Oil must be on
level ground. The engine oil dipstick handle is a loop. Used engine oil contains certain SAE 0W
may be used as an Based on driving conditions, the elements that can be unhealthy for
alternative. Page Automatic Transmission Vehicle Care If the system is ever reset Be careful not
to reset the oil Automatic Transmission accidentally, the oil must be life display accidentally at
any Fluid changed at 5 km 3, mi time other than after the oil is since the last oil change. Do not
clean 3. Disconnect the outlet duct by engine compartment on the compressed air. Page
Cooling System Vehicle Care 2. Electrical Connector Operating the engine with the air 4. This
coolant is designed to hot. Do not touch them. If you do, remain in the vehicle for 5 years or you
can be burned. The engine If improper coolant mixture, level. Wait for the cooling This vehicle
has a specific system and surge tank pressure 1. Page Engine Overheating Vehicle Care the
coolant surge tank until the Then check to see if the engine level reaches the indicated cooling
fans are running. If the level mark. If not, do not 5. Replace the pressure cap continue to run the
engine and have tightly. In this 10 minutes. Keep a safe vehicle mode, there is significant loss in
the Engine Compartment distance from the vehicle in front. Add washer fluid until the tank is
full. See Engine When using concentrated The brake wear warning sound Compartment
Overview 0 for washer fluid, follow the means that soon the brakes will reservoir location. See
Capacities and Adding fluid does not correct a leak. Specifications 0 If fluid is added when the
linings are worn, there will be too much fluid Brake pads should be replaced as when new brake
linings are complete sets. Be ready to apply the regular inspected for wear or cracking. If
equipped with a key type ignition, brake at once should the vehicle while parked and with the
parking It is a good idea to clean the wiper begin to move. If the vehicle is damaged in a crash,
the headlamp aim may be affected. For any bulb-changing procedure If adjustment to the
headlamps is not listed in this section, contact Open the hood. See Hood 0 For the driver side
bulb, Parking Lamps remove the windshield washer Warning bottle filler neck by firmly Base
Headlamp Assembly pulling it straight up and out of The high intensity discharge The base
model vehicle has Page Lamps Vehicle Care 7. Connect the electrical 4. Replace the bulb in the
bulb connector. Replace the cap on the back of 5. Install the bulb socket in the the headlamp
assembly by headlamp assembly by turning turning it clockwise. Use the trunk opening to
access the bulb. To replace one of these bulbs: 1. Open the trunk. See Trunk 0 Page Electrical
System Vehicle Care Electrical System When the current electrical load is Windshield Wipers
too heavy, the circuit breaker opens If the wiper motor overheats due to and closes, protecting
the circuit High Voltage Devices and heavy snow or ice, the windshield until the current load
returns to wipers will stop until the motor cools Wiring Page Engine Compartment Fuse Block
Vehicle Care Fuses of the same amperage can be temporarily borrowed from another fuse
location, if a fuse goes out. Replace the fuse as soon as possible. Page Vehicle Care Pull the
lower edge of the Mini Fuses Usage cover rearward. The clips on Wireless Charging the lower
edge will release, and the upper edge will fall Rear Turn Stoplamp, away from the instrument
Courtesy Lamps, panel. Back-up Lamps, Shift Lock Solenoid, 2. The impacts with potholes,
high-quality tires made by a resulting crash could curbs, etc. These tires are equipped with

winter tires. The equipment tires designed to have rubber compounds that lose examples show
a typical GM's specific tire performance flexibility and may develop passenger vehicle tire and a
If the vehicle has a compact of For example, if the tire size The following is an example of a 6
Tire Size A combination of aspect ratio is 60, as shown in See Tire some multipurpose
passenger is designed to seat multiplied by Pressure 0 and Vehicle vehicles. Page Tire Pressure
Vehicle Care Treadwear Indicators Narrow Vehicle Maximum Load on the Caution bands,
sometimes called wear Tire Load on an individual tire bars, that show across the tread due to
curb weight, accessory Neither tire underinflation nor of a tire when only 1. Page Operation
Vehicle Care The Tire and Loading How to Check Put the valve caps back on the Information
label on the vehicle valve stems to keep out dirt and Use a good quality pocket-type indicates
the original equipment moisture and prevent leaks. Use gauge to check tire pressure. Page
System Vehicle Care the air pressure in your tires and lead to tire failure. Under-inflation
Warning Continued transmit tire pressure readings to a also reduces fuel efficiency and tire
receiver located in the vehicle. TPMS the tires and transmits the tire about the DIC operation
and malfunctions may occur for a variety pressure readings to a receiver displays see Driver
Information of reasons, including the installation located in the vehicle. Center DIC 0 Page
Vehicle Care is corrected. Some of the conditions the sensor matching process is Caution that
can cause these to come performed successfully. See on are: your dealer for service. Tire
sealant materials are not all One of the road tires has been Replacement tires or wheels do the
same. The 1. Set the parking brake. Start with the driver side TPMS sensor matching process
front tire. Page Tire Inspection Vehicle Care The tire has a puncture, cut, Set all four tires to the
or other damage that cannot recommended air pressure be repaired well because of level as
indicated on the Tire This also applies to the spare tire, properly tightened. See Wheel Tires if
the vehicle has one, even if it is Nut Torque under Capacities Factors such as maintenance,
never used. Page Buying New Tires Vehicle Care of grease, gasoline, or other vehicle, including
brake system necessary to replace only one substances that can deteriorate performance, ride
and handling, axle set of worn tires, place the rubber. Page Different Size Tires And Wheels
Vehicle Care load range, speed rating, and control, electronic stability control, Warning or
All-Wheel Drive, the performance construction radial as the of these systems can also be
original tires. Mixing tires of different sizes, affected. Page Vehicle Care Traffic Safety
Administration Quality grades can be found norm due to variations in driving NHTSA , which
grades tires by where applicable on the tire habits, service practices and treadwear, traction,
and sidewall between tread shoulder differences in road temperature performance. See your
dealer if any of ability to dissipate heat when Balance these conditions exist. See Tires Do not
use tire chains. Page Vehicle Care Warning Warning Continued Warning Driving on a flat tire
will cause be badly injured or killed if the Changing a tire can be permanent damage to the tire.
If a jack dangerous. The vehicle can slip Re-inflating a tire after it has been is provided with the
vehicle, only off the jack and roll over or fall Page Tire Changing Vehicle Care When the vehicle
has a flat tire 2 , Tire Changing use the following example as a Removing the Spare Tire and
guide to assist in the placement of Tools the wheel blocks 1 , if equipped. Turn the retainer nut
counterclockwise and remove 1. Page Vehicle Care 2. Turn the wheel wrench 6. Put the compact
spare tire Warning counterclockwise to loosen and near you. Lifting a vehicle and getting under
Warning Do not try to remove plastic it to do maintenance or repairs is caps from the cover or
dangerous without the Getting under a vehicle when it is Page Vehicle Care Caution Make sure
that the jack lift head is in the correct position or you may damage your vehicle. The repairs
would not be covered by your warranty. Raise the vehicle by turning the Remove all of the
wheel nuts. See Capacities and a scraper or wire brush later to or nuts because the nuts might
Specifications 0 for original remove all rust or dirt. Page Vehicle Care Caution Wheel covers will
not fit on the vehicle's compact spare. If you try to put a wheel cover on the compact spare, the
cover or the spare could be damaged. Storing a Flat or Spare Tire and Tools 1. Page Compact
Spare Tire Vehicle Care The compact spare is for temporary with the spare tire installed and it is
Do not mix the compact spare tire or use only. Replace the compact recommended that the
vehicle wheel with other wheels or tires. They can starting. Check the other vehicle. Caution is
under a trim cover. It is under the It must have a volt battery battery cover on the driver side of
with a negative ground system. If any accessories are left on or the vehicle. Page Vehicle Care
6. Do not let the other end of the If it will not metal. See Towing your dealer or trailering Caution
Recreational vehicle towing means professional for additional advice and equipment towing the
vehicle behind another Incorrectly towing a disabled vehicle such as behind a motor
recommendations. Page Vehicle Care Dinghy Towing The vehicle was not designed to be towed
with all four wheels on the ground. If the vehicle must be towed, a dolly should be used. See
Dolly Towing following. Dolly Towing Caution Towing the vehicle from the rear Caution could
damage it. The windshield wiper Exterior Care your dealer. Follow all and rear window wiper, if

equipped, manufacturer directions regarding must be off. Remove any Locks correct product
usage, necessary accessories that may be damaged Page Vehicle Care remain on painted
surfaces. Wash To keep the paint finish looking new, Always dilute a concentrated the vehicle
as soon as possible. Replace the wiper blades if they are Solvents, alcohols, fuels, worn or
damaged. Damage can be or other harsh cleaners. Page Vehicle Care rubber material on painted
surfaces Caution Caution Continued can be removed by rubbing with a clean cloth. See
Recommended Chrome wheels and other chrome brushes. Damage could occur Fluids and
Lubricants 0 See Finish Care chafing, etc. Page Vehicle Care Before using cleaners, read and
Do not use solvents or cleaners Coated Moldings follow all safety instructions on the containing
solvents. Coated moldings should be cleaned. While cleaning the interior, Interior Glass When
lightly soiled, wipe with a open the doors and windows to get sponge or soft, lint-free cloth
proper ventilation. Page Vehicle Care Do not place anything on top of Make sure the floor mat is
properly the driver side floor mat. Use only a single floor mat on Verify the floor mat does not
the driver side. Page Service And Maintenance Service and Maintenance Service and General
Information changes and tire rotations and additional maintenance items like Maintenance Your
vehicle is an important tires, brakes, batteries, and wiper investment. This section describes
blades. Follow this schedule to help General Information Caution protect against major repair
Page Maintenance Schedule Service and Maintenance frequent checks and services. Schedule
Normal are for vehicles that: Refer to the information in the Carry passengers and cargo
Maintenance Schedule Additional Owner Checks and Services within recommended limits on
Required Services - Severe chart. Page Service and Maintenance under the best conditions, the
Check engine coolant level. See Check restraint system engine oil life system may not Engine
Coolant 0 See Safety System indicate the need for vehicle service Check 0 Check windshield
washer fluid for up to a year. Page Service and Maintenance Check accelerator pedal for
damage, high effort, or binding. Replace if needed. Visually inspect gas strut for signs of wear,
cracks, or other damage. Check the hold open ability of the strut. See your dealer if service is
required. Inspect sunroof track and seal, if equipped. Check engine oil level and oil life
percentage. Change engine oil and filter, if needed. Replace passenger compartment air filter.
Page Service and Maintenance 5 Or every 10 years, whichever comes first. Inspect for fraying,
excessive cracking, or damage; replace, if needed. Inspect for fraying, Services Maintenance
and Care excessive cracking, or damage; replace, if needed. Severe Commercial Use Your
vehicle is an important 6 Or every three years, whichever Vehicles Only: Lubricate chassis
investment and caring for it properly comes first. Page Service and Maintenance To avoid
break-down or failure to Trained dealer technicians have Lamps start the vehicle, maintain a
access to tools and equipment Properly working headlamps, battery with full cranking power.
Page Service and Maintenance of leaking, blown seals, Vehicle Care Trained dealer technicians
can or damage, and can advise inspect the windshield and To help keep the vehicle looking like
when service is needed. Look for the dexos1 approved logo for GM approved engine oil. Page
Maintenance Replacement Parts Service and Maintenance Maintenance Replacement Parts
Replacement parts identified below by name, part number, or specification can be obtained
from your dealer. Page Maintenance Records Service and Maintenance Maintenance Records
After the scheduled services are performed, record the date, odometer reading, who performed
the service, and the type of services performed in the boxes provided. Retain all maintenance
receipts. See your dealer for more information. Engine Cooling System 2. Page Customer
Information Privacy Procedure Page Customer Assistance decision, should be completed in
assistance. However, if a customer about 70 days. We believe our wishes to write or e-mail
Chevrolet, Canada impartial program offers advantages the letter should be addressed to:
General Motors of Canada Limited Chat live with online help Assistance Center. Page Program
Calling for Assistance reimbursement of eligible General Motors North America and When
calling Roadside Assistance, aftermarket adaptive equipment Chevrolet reserve the right to
make have the following information required for the vehicle, such as any changes or
discontinue the ready General nearest Chevrolet dealer for Motors of Canada Limited Impound
towing caused by warranty service, or if the vehicle requires pre-authorization, violation of any
laws. Page Scheduling Service Customer Information parts and labor for repairs not Courtesy
Transportation Transportation Options covered by the warranty are the Program Warranty
service can generally be owner responsibility. However, To enhance your ownership if you are
unable to do so, your Scheduling Service experience, we and our participating dealer may offer
the following Page Customer Information Limited Warranty, and any vehicle specify aftermarket
collision parts. Give only the necessary information failure related to such parts is not When
purchasing insurance, we to police and other parties involved covered by that warranty. For
example, the Chevrolet Customer Assistance vehicle uses computer modules to Page Event
Data Recorders Customer Information Event Data Recorders These data can help provide a GM

will not access these data or better understanding of the share it with others except: with the
This vehicle is equipped with an circumstances in which crashes and consent of the vehicle
owner or, event data recorder EDR. See OnStar Additional Information 0 Infotainment System If
the vehicle is equipped with a navigation system as part of the infotainment system, use of the
system may result in the storage of destinations, addresses, telephone numbers, and other trip
information. Page OnStar 2. Request directions to be 2. Say Repeat. System Connections
downloaded to the vehicle. Follow the voice-guided with staying connected. OnStar ready, then
a tone. Say Call. Please say the name or poor, good, excellent. Turn the vehicle's Wi-Fi hotspot
3. System responds: Call ended. Number PIN Advisor. The PIN will need Disabilities the vehicle
is in a place where to be changed the first time when Page OnStar statement or separately
disclosed at may unlawfully intercept or access above copyright notice and this the time of
installation. These transmissions and private permission notice appear in all updates or
changes may also cause communications without consent. Page OnStar unzip: This software is
provided as is, self-extracting archive; that is without warranty of any kind, permitted without
inclusion of This is version Feb of the express or implied. In no event shall this license, as long
as the Info-ZIP copyright and license. Page Index Lighting Entry This manual is also suitable
for: Impala Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. JavaScript seems to
be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript
in your browser. Do you wish to freshen up the interior of your Chevy but are concerned about
the high cost or difficulty of upgrading? Instead of buying a new car, we have the perfect
solution and know exactly how to upgrade your vehicle's interior quickly and easily with a high
quality interior dash trim kit for your Chevrolet from Dash Kit Specialties! You will be super
excited about the new stylish look of your car, truck or suv! Choose between a basic kit which
will cover the bases or choose a full kit for the ultimate luxury and customization. Once you've
chosen the kit and finish, order the kit that you like and we will deliver it right to your door! Our
dash kits for Chevrolet are simply and easily installed utilizing the included installation kit and
instructions. Our dash trim kits will please your eye for many, many years to come due to their
high quality, precision fitment and impressive looks! Don't just take our word for it, check out
our Customer Testimonials. Oh and did we mention they are made right here in the USA and
backed by a comprehensive lifetime warranty to the original owner. Chevrolet Caprice main
interior dash kit, 21 Pcs. Chevrolet Caprice exterior kit, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Corvette interior dash
kit, Manual, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Corvette main interior dash kit, 33 Pcs. Chevrolet Corvette main
interior dash kit, 23 Pcs. Chevrolet Corvette exterior kit, 10 Pcs. Chevrolet Camaro interior dash
kit, Manual, 13 Pcs. Chevrolet Camaro UP stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Camaro
exterior trim kit, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Camaro stainless steel door pillar, 2 Pcs. Chevrolet Cobalt full
interior dash kit, SS, 52 Pcs. Chevrolet Cruze basic exterior kit Sedan Only , 8 Pcs. Chevrolet
Cruze Sedan stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Equinox full interior dash kit, 39 Pcs.
Chevrolet Equinox , Pontiac Torrent full interior dash kit, 44 Pcs. Chevrolet Equinox full interior
dash kit, 44 Pcs. Chevrolet Equinox Basic Interior dash kit, 32 Pcs. Chevrolet Equinox , Pontiac
Torrent basic interior dash kit, 30 Pcs. Chevrolet Equinox basic interior dash kit, 27 Pcs.
Chevrolet Equinox stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Cobalt , Chevrolet Equinox
exterior kit, 11 Pcs. Chevrolet Equinox exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet HHR full interior dash kit, 56
Pcs. Chevrolet Impala full interior dash kit, Bucket Seats, 27 Pcs. Chevrolet Impala exterior kit,
15 Pcs. Chevrolet Impala UP exterior kit, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Impala UP stainless steel door pillar, 8
Pcs. Chevrolet Impala stainless steel door pillar, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Impala stainless steel door
pillar, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Impala stainless steel door pillar, 4 Pcs. Chevrolet Monte Carlo basic
interior dash kit, 29 Pcs. Chevrolet Monte Carlo stainless steel door pillar, 2 Pcs. Chevrolet
Monte Carlo basic exterior kit, 2 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu full interior dash kit, 72 Pcs. Chevrol
1999 grand cherokee laredo
persa auto repair
2006 mazda 3 cigarette lighter fuse location
et Malibu full interior dash kit, 55 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu full interior dash kit, 37 Pcs. Chevrolet
Malibu basic interior dash kit, 51 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu basic interior dash kit, 27 Pcs. Chevrolet
Malibu exterior trim kit, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu exterior kit, Chevrolet Malibu, 13 Pcs. Chevrolet
Malibu full exterior kit, 15 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet
Malibu exterior kit, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu stainless steel door pillar, 4 Pcs. Chevrolet Malibu
basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Traverse basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Traverse
stainless steel door pillar, 4 Pcs. Chevrolet Trax UP stainless steel door pillar, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet
Trax UP basic exterior kit, 8 Pcs. Chevrolet Volt stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Chevrolet Volt
basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Hess St. E-Mail: customerservice dashkitspecialties. Stay safe!

Compare Products. Chevrolet Dash Kits. Chevrolet Avalanche , Interior. Phone: All Rights
Reserved. Crafted By FirstWire.

